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OPEN GARDEN
Open Garden was held on April 14 and the weather and the garden
couldn’t have been better! Spring chill and the right amount of rain and
sunshine combined to create the most beautiful garden ever shown off
on a perfect day. Visitors arrived early for the rose sale and waited impatiently for it to begin. The sale of roses is our primary way to raise
funds to support the garden and the cemetery, and we appreciate the
public support. This year, we raised nearly $10,000!
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With over 600 roses for sale, the sale was held over a second day which
brought many to the garden to hear Connie Hilker from Virginia speak
in the morning and a good turnout for the Jean Travis memorial in the
afternoon. Perhaps a two-day event next year?
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We were truly lucky as the next day saw hail in the garden!
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Tours of the Rose Garden were well attended and everyone enjoyed
spending time in the garden, learning about the roses and their history.

CEMETERY ROSE

In this issue:

ENLIGHTENMENT AWARD
The Sacramento Historical Society will hold their Enlightenment
Awards Banquet in the Grand Ballroom of the Sacramento Masonic
Temple on June 26. The event will be held in association with Tower
Records, the California State Railroad Museum and Foundation,
Preservation Sacramento, Sacramento Heritage Incorporated and the
Freemason’s. A fun-filled dinner gala is planned to celebrate Sacramento’s history by honoring individuals and organizations that have
put Sacramento on the global map.
One of the honorees is our own Anita Clevenger, nominated by Mark
Davidson whose family owns a plot in the Cemetery. The event includes music, short films and a tour of the Freemason building featuring mysterious artifacts, photographs and symbolism dating back to
the history of the Knight’s Templar. Tickets are available from the Sacramento Historical Society: https://www.sachistoricalsociety.org/
events-1/enlightenment-awards-banquet\
Congratulations, Anita.
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EDITORIAL
This year’s Open Garden was a financial and organizational success, thanks to all the hard-working Rose
Garden volunteers. Many volunteers for this event
come from out-of-town to assist and we very much
appreciate their efforts.
The propagation team insured that we had more roses to sell, and sell we did! We worked at Consumnes
River College with the assistance of Dave Andrews
and grew some 500 roses for the sale and for CRC.
Local propagators babied roses at home as well. Special thanks to Karen Jefferson—one of our out-oftown volunteers who grew hundreds of roses and
managed the sale at the event.
Other volunteers handled sales of clothing and rosy
items, welcomed visitors and carted roses. Nancy
Laran organized all the volunteers—not an easy task—
and did a great job. Anita’s tours were successful,
drawing over 50 visitors to each.
Thanks to all the HRG volunteers for a very successful
event.

Events in the Historic Rose Garden
September 8 - Rose Propagation Class - 10:00 a.m.
October 13 - Beautiful Bounty
Rose Garden Tour - 10:00 a.m.
November 17 - Fall Color in the
Rose Garden tour - 10:00 a.m.
HEADLINE

SUB-HEAD. SUB-HEAD.
SUB-HEAD. SUB-HEAD.

Comments, questions, concerns
Judy Eitzen
verlaine@citlink.net
www.cemeteryrose.org

Rose Garden Events are free
unless otherwise noted.
Parking is available on the street.
There is simply the rose; it is perfect
in every moment of its existence.
Ralph Waldo Emerson
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CURATOR’S CORNER

Anita Clevenger

In the spring, our focus is on the roses, the visitors who come to enjoy our garden, and,
of course, the weather, which affects everything that we do outside. This year, it all came
together for a truly spectacular and successful rose season.
Our garden looked splendid this spring, thanks to careful pruning and fertilizing and
seemingly endless weeding. A cold snap in February provided the winter chill that encouraged some of the best bloom ever on the Gallica and Moss roses. Late soaking rains
provided the boost that all plants (including weeds!) needed. Our many bearded irises
bloomed abundantly, prompting visitors and volunteers alike to wonder at their sumptuous variety. The weeds were controlled thanks to hundreds of hours of labor by the
Sheriff’s work project and volunteers, including teams from SMUD and AmeriCorps who
returned for several weekends to clear out much of the west end of the Broadway Bed.
Roses bloomed about ten days later than usual this year, so the banksiae and Tea roses
were still blooming during Open Garden. Unlike past years, there were no hot spells where the weather reached
ninety degrees or higher. Often, late-blooming dark red and purple roses open and fry in a single day This year,
the roses behaved as they would in Europe, and blossoms stayed fresh and lovely.
The weather provided a dramatic interlude the Monday after Open Garden. Large hailstones hammered down
across the Sacramento area and covered the ground, lingering in the shadows another day or two. Open flowers
were shredded, iris leaves were pockmarked, and young rose leaves were damaged. Unopened buds were fine,
and the garden soon returned to its glory.
What about the visitors? We scheduled as many private and public events as we could, starting with the Spring
Beauties Awaken tour the end of March. We extended Open Garden for a second day, selling a total of over 650
roses and welcoming people to hear Virginia’s Connie Hilker speak on Sunday morning. We scheduled three
rose “walks and talks,” featuring different classes of roses on three consecutive Sunday afternoons. These were
well-attended and generated excitement about our garden, its roses and its volunteer opportunities. We also had
a successful fifth annual Romance & Roses tour.
We sold many additional roses in the days after Open Garden, and took them to the Sacramento Rose Society’s
show along with our usual display of cemetery flowers. We even sold a huge R. banksiae banksiae at the Celebration of Old Roses in Albany. Our reasonably priced large healthy plants are greeted with enthusiasm wherever they go!
Memorial Day finally brings hot weather. We don’t irrigate the rose garden paths, so the grass will turn brown.
The plots are filled with faded, floppy California poppies and roses covered with spent blooms. It’s easy to go
from elation to despair as summer descends, but there are always roses and companion plants in bloom in the
garden and our cemetery is beautiful every day all year. We will deadhead, cut back the poppies, and adjust our
eyes and attitudes. We usually have a flush of bloom in late July and early August, and autumn brings more repeat bloom with deeper colors, accompanied by asters, salvia and summer bulbs. There was much to enjoy this
spring, and much to anticipate for the rest of the year.
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DAMASK ROSE—NOT JUST A PRETTY FACE

Haru Ruuth-Sanchez

In early May, we strolled through the cemetery rose garden,
pausing to enjoy the unique qualities of each rose and eventually stopping at a rather low and sprawling shrub. Its canes
and stems were covered in prickles, and a few light pink, ruffled blooms remained, their faces flat and open to the sun.
Perhaps not the most spectacular bloom. By far, not the most
shapely shrub. And those forbidding prickles! So why has
this particular rose variety endured well more than a thousand years, in pretty much its original form?
The damask rose, or Rosa damascena, is an ancient hybrid
that takes its “modern” name from the city of Damascus. In
Syria. Whether it was spontaneously “hybridized” under natural conditions, or deliberately bred by ancient peoples, no
Autumn Damask
records exist to confirm. Tradition has it that the damask
rose was first introduced to Europe by a Crusader returning from Damascus. Other
accounts suggest the Romans brought it to England during the time of their vast empire or that the rose
was given to King Henry VIII by his physician. It is definitely a rose with an old and mysterious past.
But we can look at the history of this rose from another, more scientific angle. Many of us have explored
our family roots through services such as Ancestry.com. Plant scientists have done similar genetic testing
on the damask rose. Recent testing confirms the multiple parentage of this rose: Rosa gallica, Rosa moschata, and Rosa fedtschenkoana. According to Wikipedia, the gallica roses were cultivated by the ancient
Romans and Greeks; they are native to southern and eastern Europe and areas further east to Turkey and
the Caucasus. Rosa moschata, or the musk rose, was introduced to England from Italy in the 1500’s, but
fell out of favor. The original habitat of the musk rose cannot be confirmed, but the western Himalayas are
thought to be a possible place of origin. Finally, the third parent, Rosa fedtschenkoana, is found in Central
Asia (Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, etc.) and in northwest China. The Historic Rose Garden has examples of all
three parent species in our garden.

L to R: R. moschata, R. fedtschenkoana, R. gallica
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Damasks are divided into once-blooming varieties, or Summer
Damasks, and twice-blooming varieties, or Autumn Damasks.
Genetic testing reveals R. fedtschenkoana as the parent that contributed the repeat-blooming characteristic of the Autumn Damasks.
So we come back to our original question. Why has this rose endured? The answer is this: the damask rose is the workhorse of
the rose world. Since its earliest recorded history, damask roses
have been widely cultivated for their medicinal and culinary uses,
and for their legendary scent.
Throughout the world, many consider the damask to embody the true rose fragrance. This hauntingly
beautiful scent is retained in the petals. The essence can be distilled lightly to yield rosewater, or it can be
distilled more intensely to yield rose attar—rose oil. These substances are used throughout the world in
beauty products, especially perfumes. Rosewater is also used throughout the Middle East and India to
flavor food in traditional cuisines.
And returning finally to its mysterious origin, consider this: The ancient Silk Road stretched from
the port of Aleppo in Syria to the western areas of
China, downward into Egypt and up to Rome and
Venice. From roughly 100 BCE to 1400 AD, this
vast network transported economic goods, livestock, slaves, culture, and even diseases throughout the many empires in this region. Roman trade
routes in 200 AD crisscrossed the Mediterranean
region; they extended south into northern Africa
and north as far as England and east into Central
Asia and China.
The Crusaders, from 1096–1204 (AD), followed
similar routes as they made their way towards Constantinople. All these routes crossed into the areas
where the three parent species of the damask rose
once existed and where damasks are still being cultivated for commercial purposes today. To me,
these routes clearly suggest how and why the damask rose came to be a part of our Western culture.
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GREETINGS FROM THE GEORGETOWN CEMETERY
HERITAGE ROSE PROJECT

Marcia Manley

The Georgetown Cemetery Heritage Rose Project
(GCHRP) started in 2015 as a study project by Susan
Corey-McAlpine, an El Dorado County Master Gardener. At that time, Susan sought the assistance of
the Divide Garden Club in studying and caring for the
heritage roses in the Georgetown Pioneer Cemetery.
When the Master Gardener Study Project was complete, the Divide Garden Club (DGC) undertook the
care and maintenance of the heritage roses, in conjunction with the El Dorado County cemetery management as a Community Service Project. Seven volunteers manage 70 roses in the cemetery by weeding,
fertilizing, watering and general care such as managing aphids, blackspot, powdery mildew and deer.
Roses are hand watered with hoses as there is no irrigation system.
This is the third year that the Divide Garden Club has been nurturing the roses in the cemetery. Some started
as small 3” twigs of questionable health and have grown into 6 ft. shrubs giving repeated blooms of lovely
scented roses. Who would have guessed!? We have our fair share of prairie or wild roses and some more modern varieties that add a touch of levity to their wandering cousins.
By the end of April 2018, following some late season snow and freezing temperatures, most of the roses had
buds and a few blooms had started to open. Roses and volunteers were anxiously waiting for warmer weather.
Last Fall, we planted seven new roses, two which replaced lost roses. They are doing quite well despite the
snow and late freeze we had in April. We are challenged
with finding some type of support to let our heritage
roses grow somewhat uninhibited. This will be dependent upon including some type of deer deterrent. We
started with wire cages but the roses quickly out grew
them; the cages were repurposed and unattractive anyway. This Spring, we replaced most wire cages with Tposts and deer netting. The netting is kept 6-8 inches
off the ground for ease of weed control and one side is
fastened with garden Velcro so volunteers can easily
take it down to access the rose.
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We are still in the process of gathering information on the heritage roses such as which only
bloom in the Spring, which are ever blooming
and which are prone to bugs and disease. We
are also noting which fertilizers work best for us.
Alfalfa pellets will only attract our lovely deer
but we are using alfalfa meal in the Spring. Last,
we are developing a picture record of each rose
for reference.
A long term goal is to replace all those roses we
know are lost, at least the type. Adding more
roses of the same type, of which we have several
examples, just adds more work for our few but
dedicated and diligent volunteers with little reward. However, we would like to add some variety; yellow or orange would be nice. Gravesites that are
old and appear abandoned by family and that have more optimum growing conditions will be given priority for new rose varieties.
While the tasks sometimes seem overwhelming, it is comforting to know we have ‘sister’
projects across the country, everyone working to cultivate and conserve heritage roses.

Photos
Cemetery entrance—top left
Blush Noisette in June—lower left
Pale Tea in old Masonic section—top
Noisette on Irish family gravesite—middle
New deer netting cage—bottom
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Marcia Manley, Chairperson
Georgetown Cemetery Heritage Rose Project
(GCHRP)
Divide Garden Club
mmnly9170@gmail.com
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LONE FIR CEMETERY—PORTLAND OREGON

Judy Eitzen

It started with an insane asylum in 1862 opened by Dr. James C. Hawthorne. He was a compassionate caregiver who believed in moral treatment for his often maltreated patients. He promised a decent burial to his patients who had been abandoned by their families and Lone Fir Cemetery opened on a site with a single Douglas
Fir, hence the name. Trees were planted to such an extent, that today Lone Fir is the second-largest arboretum in the state. As with other pioneer cemeteries, the city of Portland grew up around this historic site—now
a landmark.
The cemetery includes a special garden containing some of the oldest known roses in Oregon. It is managed by
the Friends of Lone Fir Cemetery which fertilize, weed, prune the roses and conduct botanical research. It
started as a garden club project led by Mary Drain Albro.
She was born in Drain, southwest of Cottage Grove, in 1874 and was a granddaughter
of that city’s founder, Charles Drain. She studied nursing in San Francisco in 1904
and became the first graduate nurse employed by Multnomah County Hospital. She
married Frank O. Albro and, after his death in 1929, moved to Portland. Active in the
Sons and Daughters of Oregon Pioneers, she began her campaign to locate and save
antique roses.
Albro launched the Pioneer Rose Association in 1936 and she and Association members began to track down roses that came with Oregon pioneers, much like we have
done – and are still doing – in California. Their focus was the Oregon Trail from the
Whitman Mission in Walla Walla Washington to the Applegate Valley in southern Oregon. They explored old
homesites and farmsteads, taking cuttings and growing new plants.
As reported in the Portland Oregonian in 1939, one story of Albro’s early plant hunting tells of finding a rose
sprawling “luxuriantly over the sagging beams of a pioneer cabin.” Her efforts to secure a cutting disturbed
some piglets hidden under the rose and their angry mama began to chase the intruder. Albro, “clutching her prize…takes to her heels, just does reach a boundary
fence with the furious sow in hot pursuit and is up and over in the nick of time.”
Through the efforts of the Pioneer Rose Association, four gardens of pioneer roses
were identified and planted in the 1930’s: Pacific University at Forest Grove,
Champoeg Park (between Portland and Salem), Willamette University in Salem
and Lone Fir Cemetery in Portland. Sadly, Lone Fir is the only one of these gardens that remains today, a direct connection with the pioneers, kept alive by a careful group of volunteers. As some roses are now missing, volunteers are working to
find and identify these, as well.
Recently, the Northwest Rose Historians, an organization dedicated to the preservation of roses and rose gardens throughout the Pacific Northwest, is attempting to
plant gardens preserving pioneer roses at various sites throughout Oregon.
Road trip, anyone?
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TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE UPDATE
The Old City Cemetery Technical Advisory Committee held its second meeting on April 17. It first met in
October to begin identification of elements for a plan to implement the Cemetery Master Plan, adopted by
the City in 2007. City staff are also developing a layered plot map of the cemetery which will include burial
information, headstones, etc. The draft may be seen on the Center for Sacramento History’s website. Note
that it is a work in progress.
At the April meeting, attendees were introduced to the consultants employed by the city who are working to
develop an assessment leading to an overall Cemetery Management Plan. The team includes the firm of L.
F. Slone Consulting Group with many years of experience working with historical cemeteries and Doug Nelson, who participated in development of the Master Plan in 2007.
The meeting was collaborative, with participants—cemetery volunteers, city staff, plot owners, local historical advocates—joining in the discussion. All were encouraged to offer suggestions and share information
about our observations and experiences in the cemetery. An early focus for the consulting team is to develop a plan for managing irrigation that will eventually replace the use of overhead ‘hunter’ sprinklers which
often waste water and can damage cemetery artifacts. The team also recognizes the historical and horticultural elements that comprise the cemetery and hopes to have an initial draft report ready in 30-60 days.
The next meeting of the TAC is scheduled for July 11, 10 a.m. at the City Corporation Yard.
While the plan is being developed, Lori Bauder of the City’s Parks Department will be the lead Parks staff on
site. Art Gonzales and Vinnie Marques, Park Maintenance staff report to her.

OPEN GARDEN PIX
Courtesy of Gail Patrice
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SIZE IS RELATIVE

Anita Clevenger

People sometimes are reluctant to plant one of our cemetery roses in their
‘Perle d’Or’
home garden, worrying that a single “Monster Tillier” could overwhelm their
garden. While the size of the roses in the Historic Rose Garden indicates
how they grow in our location, they perform differently depending on growing conditions and how they are pruned and trained.
We allow roses to grow to their full potential in the cemetery, controlled for
size only to keep them out of the paths and to allow visibility of monuments.
This approximates the look of a pioneer cemetery and allows study of the
roses. Nearly all of our collection was planted in the past 26 years . (There
is one original heritage rose in our area, a ‘Paul Neyron,’ along with a few pre
-existing modern roses.) The common dictum is that roses sleep in their first
year, creep in their second and leap the following year. We have found that
some roses, such as the Chinese climbers “Phillips & Rix Pink China Climber” and ‘Lijiang Road’ began leaping
the second year and must be firmly controlled throughout the growing season. Other roses sleep for years before they begin to build size.

‘Joasine Hanet’

Many roses can be pruned to meet an individual gardener’s needs.
Several Perle d’Or roses stretched fourteen feet wide and eight feet
tall in our garden until we decided that we needed to devote our limited planting space to other varieties. Four of these roses were removed by Gregg Lowery and planted at Santa Rosa’s McDonald
Mansion. Two others were dug out altogether, and the remaining
Perle d’Ors are now kept to a more reasonable, but still large, size.
In home gardens, this rose can readily be held to five feet high and
wide. In the Sacramento County Master Gardener’s Water Efficient
Landscape, Perle d’Or is kept to three feet high. While not all roses
are this malleable, many others such as ‘Mutabilis’ and ‘Joasine
Hanet’ (“Portland from Glendora”) can be controlled for size.

Climate also makes a big difference. Roses in Sacramento suffer no winter die- “Phillips & Rix”
back due to hard freezes and many roses with Chinese heritage grow and
bloom nearly all year. Grown in colder climates, tender roses either are carefully protected during the winter or grow back from the roots in the spring,
never achieving the magnificent proportions of the cemetery roses.
While roses grow as they are genetically programmed to do, we gardeners
choose how they are grown. Will a rose purchased on this year’s Open Garden
ever achieve the size that the mother plant has grown in the cemetery? Only if
you have enough time, the right setting, and want it to be that way.
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DEADHEADING & SUMMER PRUNING
The reason plants produce flowers is to produce fruit to set seeds. Rose fruit—hips—produce a hormone that
inhibits production of more buds, so removing blooms before hips develop, encourages the plant to produce
more growth and more blooms. Standard practice suggested by the American Rose Society is to remove
spent blooms by cutting the stem back to an outward-facing, five-leaflet leaf. Cuts are made at a 45° angle
1/4” above the leaflet. This advice works for the more modern roses – Hybrid Teas, Floribundas, Hybrid
Perpetuals, e.g. , especially for producing strong stems for cut flowers.
Other classes of roses may continue to produce flowers whether spent
flowers are removed or left on the bush. Tea roses, chinas, noisettes and
polyanthas continue flowering even when hips are produced. Some will
produce more flowers sooner if deadheaded. Chinas and polys produce
many growth nodes and will send off several new stems whenever a stem
is cut to a node. These ‘spokes’ may lead to awkward growth and unshapely shrubs. When this happens, it is easy to remove all of the
‘spokes’ except the one or two growing in the preferred direction.
Shaping roses is one goal of pruning and deadheading. Some roses, especially young plants, may respond best to snapping dead blooms off at
the abscission point – a weak spot on each flower stem. This is easy to
do with a thumbnail.
So-called ‘self-cleaning’ roses, float showers of spent-flower petals to the ground, while other roses hang on
to mummified dead blooms. The easiest way to remove these dead blooms may be to snap them off. This
removes the unsightly mummies without reshaping the plant.
Summer is also the time to prune most spring-blooming roses here in
California. In the Historic Rose Garden, we remove dead, old or
weak canes and prune just enough to shape the plant and prevent
canes from covering headstones and pathways. This is healthier for
the rose and still gives us bright foliage and colorful hips through fall
and winter.
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CEMETERY ROSE
ROMANCE AND ROSES
Want to walk through the rose garden and hear songs and stories about roses and historical figures? Nearly fifty people did! They came on a perfect spring evening to Romance & Roses, our spring fund-raising
event.
Every year, we work to come up with new stories and ways to tell them. This year, our actors and singers
outdid themselves. An Irish tenor sang “My Wild Irish Rose.” Gen Jacqueminot strode furiously through
the garden, brandishing his sword, as he told how he protected his daughter’s honor and grieved for the
rest of his life, reminded of her suitor’s death by the blood-red rose that grew where the young man fell.
Aimee Crocker visited, too, as did Gen George Wright, the widow Swinerton, James and Isabel Coffroth,
the Mellon family and the lovely and regal Kaiserin August Viktoria.
Photos are at https://gpatrice.smugmug.com/Events/Romance-in-the-Roses-2018/.
Many thanks to all who participated. We raised nearly $1000 for monument repairs and garden operations.
Can we top this next year? Of course!

Volunteer Activities & Upcoming Events
September 8 - Rose Propagation Class - 10:00 a.m.
October 13 - Beautiful Bounty Rose Garden Tour - 10:00 a.m.
November 17 - Fall Color in the Rose Garden tour - 10:00 a.m.
Volunteer Days: Tuesday and Saturday mornings—join us in the Rose Garden
Save the date—Open Garden 201—Saturday, April 13
Www.cemeteryrose.org
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